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Mortal remains 
As global violence trails off into investigations, political reprieve or legal process, the space of 

rupture  is ever more readily filled with media spectacles. 1 But the space of rupture is in its way 

a  replete space: spanned by a sequenced narrative of (named) event and (constructed) memory, 

this is where mortal remains ignite as evidence. It is in this space, between  the cause and 

consequence of historically unredeemed experience, that tragic affect is gauged and the 

possibility of a transforming discourse shaped. 2 Precisely, therefore, social trauma produced by 

violence should not be sacralized through ritual—not even mourning is enough-- but made into a 

dialectical constituent of a narrative that gives political substance to this rupture.3  

Among the different forms in which the aftermath of escalating events  (imperialist wars, 

apartheid,  ethnic genocides) is retrieved, documentary archives have special status. Aided by an 

exponential increase in technological possibility, the documentary mode claims to reveal deep 

residues of collective memory and thereby offers, through a hermeneutic process,  re-narrativized 

accounts of social suffering. The documentary mode has also yielded radical experiments in 

styles of recuperation, including the recovery of classical form of catharsis  -- theatric re-

                                                 
1 Huyssen. 
2 Sontag is able to communicate both the phenomenological and (contrarily) near-metaphysical impact of 
witnessing pain that is in actuality hard historical fact. 

3 Peter Osborne’s essay,Time and the Art work 
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enactment of ‘the pain of others’4 with performative styles of mourning that inscribe psychic 

transfiguration into public discourse.5 Equally, the documentary mode acknowledges the 

significance of illegible evidence and retracted proof as the very means that give the  concept of 

testimony its potential  reflexivity. 6

I am concerned here with artists who use documentary evidence and an implicated 

aesthetic, especially the photograph (and its extension in the moving image).7 These are artists 

who are as if ‘present’ in the role of a witness claiming to lift the trace off an event. Landscapes 

and cityscapes -- abandoned land, scorched earth, street-entropy,  demolished work-places, bleak 

homes — produce indexical images that can also be ghost-filled arenas drawing the viewer into 

states of morbid fascination: the photographer/ cinematographer who covers the ground is both 

field-detective and escaped quarry in this chase after ‘truth’. Indeed, the documentary implicates 

both realism and melodrama in its assigned task of bringing veracity to and through  the image.8  

An interpretive necessity is built into any  good artwork and therefore documentary 

evidence—a  remembered face from erased time, the violated body of a dead person --functions 

like a death-mask, a carapace, where the flesh is replaced by a second skin protecting the 

subject’s  wound. Here, evidence is at one remove from reality and the gaze sublimated beyond 

available information. Further, a mise-en-scene in the form of an installation ( which is often, 

since the 1970s, a preferred form of sculptural construction as it is for staging the video-

documentary) enables the artist to structure a variety of signs -- contrary, contradictory and 

otherwise fugitive --into a coherent phenomenology. 9 Just as the  ‘face’ in a plain photograph or 

documentary is a singular clue as well as a  volatile social configuration, the body gains agency 
                                                 
4 Sontag, ibid. Kanwar, Lightening Testimonies 
 5 Replacing /supplementing courtroom trials, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa 
tried to devise a protocol for inter-subjectivity between  oppressor and victim leading, potentially, to a 
changed nuance in actual enunciation of suffering as also to a more reciprocal form of catharsis. Emulating 
what might well be an enlightened director’s brief for responsible drama this form, practiced  in a society 
rent by apartheid, could be seen to function as a way of re-structuring the relationship between the 
existential condition and social re-presentation of trauma There is the weight of  some success and 
inevitable failure written into a bold  political  experiment such as this; what I turn to here is more simply 
accessible. 
 

 
6 Haroun Farocki 
7 Okwui, Merewether) 
8 Willie Doharty, Amar Kanwar 

9 Boltansky, Alfredo Jarr 
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the moment you place it in a mise-en-scene for performance. Once deployed in art practice, 

corporeal presence shores up the uncanny; a few allegorical moves thereon, and we  glimpse the 

spectre of insecurity that haunts the world and acknowledge what Judith Butler, talking about 

global politics in the age of renewed imperialism, calls precarious life..10

By acknowledging the precariousness of life, the very practice of art continues to offer a 

reconstitutive promise for the threatened body, and representation can be seen  to dignify denuded 

lives with a moral mandate for survival.  I refer to acts of representation as one might to acts of 

mourning or, on the other hand, to acts that endorse an optimism of the will. And I suggest we 

confirm the double avatar whereby the fragile ‘truth-value’ of  autonomous subjectivities (artist 

and interlocutor),  and the citizens’ need to testify -- coalesce. This form of criticality needs, 

perhaps, to surmount the spectacle of contemporary art with the  chastening trope of mortality, a 

trope that the present political so definitively foregrounds.  

How does art help to re-cognize the ‘face’ in political discourse, how does it perform the 

ceremony of  encountering ‘bare life’ and admit to the condition of de-humanization that the very 

rhetoric of sovereignty so well conceals? If , for the present political, I  borrow the tragic frame 

(classically so defined: Antigone, for instance)  and invoke the trope of mortality, it is to speak 

about two contradictory states of being  at once – about abjection and agency. I suggest that both 

these attributes, as mediated by art, engage with the contemporary in still remarkable ways; that 

they provoke artists to consciously nurture acts of representation as acts of compassion, 

reparation and political redress.   

I turn to those artists in India who incarnate spectral statistics surfacing in genocides 

within the nation-space; and to artists who, like their counterparts elsewhere, struggle with the 

political  moving irreversibly  into the ‘unhomely’-- into ‘phantom scenes in global space’.11 

Since the mid-1990s, a small number of Indian artists, along with documentarists interfacing with 

experimental auteurs have referred, quite significantly, to the terms of citizenship in a crisis-

bound civil society.12 Declaring their partisanship towards communities named and shattered 

through majoritarian violence, towards a population subjected to indifferent governance, artists 

have found ways to address the state seen to betray its constitutional commitments.  

                                                 
10 Judith Butler, Precarious Life 
11 in Okwui Enwezor’s  recent (2006) formulation. 
12 Indian Muslims faced with Hindutva politics; dalits and adivasis  systematically  disregarded by 
globalizing development More statistical/political analysis. 
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If temporal rupture is seen to be historically alive with navigational possibility, it offers 

positionality—that is to say, positions the artist emblematically so as to become an avantgarde 

space. It  helps investigate fraught sites of the nation via an advanced semiotic, and via a carefully 

worked ‘system’ of heterogeneous and heterodox signs that allows social imaginaries to be 

assembl

- lying dead-- on a street in Bombay  during the Hindu-Muslim 

ots in 1992-9313. This black-and-white photograph published  in the Times of India was taken 

 Jal. We can surmise that  this elderly Muslim was fleeing from 

r of th  old man with the marauders whose identity is not recorded;  the 

encount

                                                

ed – and disassembled. 

 

Vivan Sundaram’s ‘Memorial’ 

Sundaram’s  Memorial,  a large, room-size installation, made more than a decade ago, works with  

the photograph of a man killed-

ri

by journalist-photographer, Hoshi

his attackers, that they killed him and he now lies dead, still clutching a small cloth bundle of 

belongings. The contour of his side-long body is silhouetted against a toppled garbage-container 

that frames him like a stage-prop –a mini-tank with a rod sticking out-- making the photograph’s 

verity interpretable as (chance) construction . His profoundly still face with closed eyes is pressed 

close to the littered road. This is a classic image of the victim:  the mise-en-scene includes the 

detritus of street riot,  the man’s felled stance has the grace of a perfect performance. But this is 

not a  performance, the man’s image is already conditioned by our trust in the a priori ‘realism’ 

of  the photograph, by the photograph’s technical characteristic of capturing and certifying -- this 

was present/ this is real.   

While the photograph’s existential status rests on a paradox -- that it carries the moral 

force of testimony despite the  indifference and  contingency of a photograph’s conditions of 

production14 --the narrative meaning of a photograph is elicited from a series of mediations. 

There is here the encounte e

er of the news-photographer with yet another victim of ‘riots’; and our encounter with the 

‘decisive’ street-shot that is now an image of death-itself. Here is the visage of death, death’s 

becalmed face that is rare to behold but that it is marked -- by age, ethnicity, religion and class, 

and a political understanding of the fear that made him flee with his small bundle of belongings--

and these markings make the image replete as they also narrativize it within the frame of history.  

But to return to the paradoxical nature of the photograph: “The ontological property of 

the photograph derives from its participation in the being of the referent and hence a direct, 

 
13 riots that were  in fact a carnage where 2000 Muslims are counted among the dead Many 
thousands more displaced.  
14 PO 35 
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unmediated presence of the past within the present.’15 As an image in the present-past, 16death 

haunts the photograph. Indeed, impending death is written into the photograph, including even 

what is 

 that is to say, for identification, evidence, remembering, revenge 

and me

e 

dead ma

                                                

not yet dead (the photograph, by underlining ‘this has been’, foretells death in the future: 

‘this will be’). We can then say that the photo-image so incarnates death (by inference, my death, 

your death), that even as we train our gaze on a chance image of death, we are met in the 

photograph with death’s gaze. 

The photograph of a dead body is not however a metaphysical proposition, nor a 

guarantee for immortality. It is a captured shadow of a phenomenon encountered in the material 

world, a trace that indexes reality through causal connection17, a  proof made  available for final 

regard and  perpetual scrutiny;

morialization. We, on this side of the camera, inevitably assume the role of  a witness, a 

role meant to signal mourning and responsibility (affect and action) that is nevertheless rendered 

ambiguous by the reduplication of death’s passivity in photographic  representation. ‘In the 

Photograph, Time’s immobilization assumes…an excess, monstrous mode: Time is engorged.’18

Photos of  dead persons, and specifically documentary images of victims killed in violent 

encounters – accident,  murder, riot, war – are rhetorical.  And Sundaram began working on 

Memorial by prodding this rhetoric until it admitted to pain. He lived with the black and white 

photo for a year and then embarked on a labour of love by working a physical memorial for th

n. Hoshi Jal’s  image was substantial, even visceral -- in part because the old man’s cloth 

bundle lay beside him, cradled in the hollow of his torso like a disgorged stomach, providing the 

picture its punctum , a commonplace yet acutely poignant particularity centrally positioned beside 

the recumbent figure. 19 As Sundaram embalmed, incarcerated, buried, exhumed and resurrected 

the  photo-body, he secured his private purpose. If the photograph (any photograph) stands, in its 

primary indexical status, for ‘analogical perfection’ (‘a message without a code’), Sundaram 

attempted analogical annihilation by devising a message with masochistic coding: even as he 

tortured the photo-body he seemed, by a kind of spectral mimesis, to turn the screw into his own 

flesh. Recalling Barthes  (“The photograph is literally an emanation of the referent …light, 

though impalpable, is here a carnal medium, a skin I share with anyone who has been 

 
15 PO 35  
16 Huyssen 
17 PO 35“the optical and chemical process whereby the light reflected by objects, which allows us 
to perceive them, is imprinted directly onto light-sensitive surfaces, modeling the field of visual 
perception in a mechanical mimesis.” 
18 PO 35 
19 Barthes 
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photographed’20), Sundaram stretched the ontological possibility of the photo-image, attempting 

a  carnal symbiosis between self and other; even attempting, in the form of his photo-installation, 

a sublimated nemesis of public murder.  

Sundaram’s desire to mourn the dead took the form of ceremonial entombment. You 

entered the large room-space through a barrier of iron pipes that recalled minimalist sculpture in 

material, structure as also in establishing a protocol, a guarded entry, a phenomenology created 

by the m

 

easured pacing of the spectator’s body. You then stood before a vista with a red sand-

stone pathway on which you were invited to/compelled to walk. And while this referenced 

another minimalist ambition—Carl Andre’s flat, horizontal, perspectival sculpture on the floor—

Sundaram’s put this to a use ‘unpermitted’ in minimalist aesthetic; the spectator was now 

presented with figurative reference to the historical here and now. A triangular iron-frame-and-

plate-glass Mausoleum was placed head-on in the pathway and mounted with a  marble grave-

stone inscribed with a suprematist-style insignia for an unknown future. This pristine abstraction 

in the utopian mode, belied the content of the Mausoleum which contained a life-size plaster-cast 

of a man sleeping on his side, a rough-hewn Segalesque ‘replica’ of the victim’s body seen in the 

black-and-white photograph taken in Mumbai. All around the pathway and the Mausoleum you 

saw the  primary ‘object’ of this grim itinerary, the photograph of the sleeping corpse which  was 

placed at ground level in each of the six, small, glass-and-iron vitrines (all titled Burial). The 

surface of the photograph was pierced and decorated with hundreds of nails -- sometimes these 

were tiny black nails with shiny heads arranged in a perfect grid, or in the shape of a  coffin or a 

wreath;  sometimes these were long rusty nails dug into the photo-print to make a pyre, an 

armour, or a burst grenade. The photo-body was burnt, covered-over and masked with paper and 

plaster shrouds, the face mostly veiled and hidden. The photographs, placed on the ground in the 

vitrine, were to be looked at from above and the relationship of viewer to object was dramatized 

through stark shifts of scale. In contrast with the photographs, the plaster-cast of the figure turned 

a life-size body into a dead giant; the nails, disproportionately large for the photo-body, 

miniaturised the figure and held it down with what became stakes, logs, girders. Sundaram was an 

architect building a monument to the Muslim Elder; 21 he was at the same time a modest bricoleur 

crafting the simplest materials for ritual protection and  plain burial.  

                                                 
20 PO 35 
21 and in so far as he looks like an Elder, one thinks of Bhishmapitamaha on his bed of nails –his body 
lifted above the ground by the very arms used in battle by the warring cousins. Indeed the body of this 
victim lifted differently from the patriach—sometimes he rose like a fragile angel on a wing-shroud—as 
though the figurine (the gravity bleached out of the miniature form) had a collapsed in a choreography of 
death.  
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Not unlike artists of Arte Povera improvising artisanal gestures, Sundaram’s 

artisanal/sculptural intervention implicated him within a form of fetishism. We know that 

fetishism is not untypical of the photograph itself, and when the referent is a corpse the image 

invites persistent and  furtive attention. Sundaram took up this part-erotic, part-morbid desire to 

glimpse the sleeping dead (the soul, in romantic imagination), and added to it the psychic urge for  

repetition. He multiplied the same photo-print to sustain the death-motif, he extended routine 

fetishism into an even more compulsive act of baiting the uncanny.  

Despite this, Sundaram  devised a form of regard for this photograph, for this body, and 

transcended the lure of the abject. Remember Che Guevera, and imperialism’s display of what 

they (obscenely) believed to be an  ‘exemplary’ death-photo and how it turned upon the 

perpetrators of the crime to become a revolutionary icon.22 With the Che photo somewhere in his 

memory-archive, Sundaram took the mortality embedded in the photograph, this photograph, to 

gain a  relentless regard that rendered the image iconic. 

Pierce has suggested that the indexicality and iconicity of the photograph are  mutually 

constitutive;23 the very indexicality of the photograph ( a causal connection between the object 

and image)  is treated as the ground or matter on which ‘ the historical grammar’ of iconographic 

connotation’ is superimposed in the interpretation of any particular photograph.24  

 I want to emphasize how the photograph (and Barthes says photography itself is a kind 

of primitive theatre, a Tableau Vivant25) deployed within an  installation dares peculiar claims: of 

bringing

o a 8 foot high 

Gatewa

 ground, cold, silent, a 

near-necropolis or even, one might say, an artist’s own necrophilia played out in the public 

 

 to a pause a world driven by mimesis, of inserting indexicality in the melodramatic 

structure of the symbolic, and reinstating the symbolic as would-be-death  in the field of  praxis. 

With this in mind, I continue with the itinerary of Sundaram’s installation. 

Further along the path and across a drain with red liquid, there sto d 

y made of stacked tin-trunks. Roughly painted dull pink, they made an arch resembling 

many-a-monument in India. Once you crossed under this gateway—a departing migrant -- you 

saw in the back of the Gateway’s beam an elongated tin trunk that was a coffin without a side-

wall, holding no corpse but a text in blue neon light with letters that spelt ‘Fallen Mortal’. There 

was the vista again, a perspectival freeze-frame from the other end: a burial

domain -- an aberration? Except that the Gateway was also an exit, a memorial for exiles, a lit

alter piece for those who have thus departed. Sundaram’s photo-based installation followed

           
 a 

                                      
22 John Berger 
23 (PO,p 27) 
24 PO 229 
25 Camera Lucida 32 
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trajectory laid out by Boltansky where the artifice of history is demonstrably drained, its pathos 

re-installed—erected as a   temple for the dead with an intent to turn memory against itself, to 

mock the protocol of mourning, to offer profane compassion…. 

Nearly all installation art is ritual, theatre and memorializing archive. Ritual/ theatre are 

a primeval modes of knowing, they narrativize events and also de-narrativize them to present the 

experience of trauma. When traumatic death is staged as  spectacle, it nearly supersedes the given 

narrative and establishes a form of hypostasis seemingly willed by gods, those cunning alibis for 

humans who help to exteriorize self-knowledge through destinal gestures. Remember Antigone --

not helped by the gods, she stages her anguish and fulfills her responsibility by  covering and 

burying the dead. She defies an injunction issued by the sovereign/state that has stripped a body, 

her own brother (and the sovereign’s kin), leaving it displayed as  taboo, as bare life. In defying 

the law that is always twinned with violence, Antigone theatric

 

alizes mortality but restores the 

human—

ened 

steel co

 of its own dead citizens.  

 

not to bare not to sacred nor even to sovereign life but, as Brecht  would have it, to its 

human ‘privilege’ of  dignity and refusal and thereby to the privilege of secular citizenship.  

Sundaram annotated the lesson of Brechtian theatre with his own refusal of those genres 

of representation that overdetermine the human within a scopic regime. Defacing realism’s claim 

through spare, severe, acts of  nailing, burning, erasing, hurting, protecting the photo-body; 

wreathing and veiling it with paper and gauze and of casting it in plaster, he did more than 

memorialize it. The one who was killed was now, also, cruelly, symbolically, sacrificed. Thereby 

he could gain mythic significance as of the Greeks or like Sundaram, struggling with the 

historical, gain his secular rights.  

In a closing gesture of the Memorial, Sundaram constructed the sculpture, Gun-Carriage 

(1995). A flat-bed iron trolley with metal wheels, it was mounted with a split and foreshort

ffin with a concave head,  fitted with the dead man’s photograph held by an acrylic sheet-

guard. At once minimalist sculpture and theatric diorama, the Gun Carraige was also a 

ceremonial conveyance  with a long, elegant, white-and-red handle befitting a revolutionary 

parade. A complement to Memorial, this solo sculpture suggested the possibility that this much-

mourned body, now beyond the regime of realism, be conveyed on a miniature coffin-cortege to 

the gateway of the state. So that the state acknowledges in the ironically constructed  trope of 

sacred rites, the secular right to life

Atul Dodiya’s Last Witness  

In 2003, the painter Atul Dodiya, responded to the massacre in his ancestral Gujarat, with a room-

size installation with cabinets (Broken Branches, 2002) based on a design taken from a Gandhi 
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museum in the coastal city of Porbandar, Gandhi’s birth-place. Twentieth century’s greatest 

advocate of non-violence, Gandhi is also the martyred son of Gujarat, killed at the end of India’s 

independence struggle by a fellow-Hindu, a forbear of the Hindutva brigade that perpetrated the 

Gujarat carnage in 2002. Dodiya, was attached to Gandhi’s autobiography (My Experiment with 

Truth), since boyhood, he started painting Gandhi during the 1990s ( watercolours titled An Artist 

of Non-violence, 1996;  street-portraits on steel roller-shutters, 2002), and continues his 

 Bapu (/father, as Gandhi was called even as he was called the affectionate chess-games with

Mahatma/great-soul)26 whose ability to surprise his opponents with confessed contradictions, 

humor and moral intransigence, provides  Dodiya with many pictorial parables.  

Gujarat 2002: thousands were killed, maimed, raped, in a state-supported genocide of the 

Muslims; even those that were not killed in the pogrom, would disintegrate in the common course 

of a hard life made unbearable by fear. (more details) I return yet again to the question that haunts 

this text: what does an artist do in the face of  a civil breakdown, surging hate, public anxiety, 

social trauma? How does an artist address  tragic consequences of contemporary events and their 

understanding in a media-saturated discourse.  

Dodiya’s Broken Branches, worked with two sets of propositions: first, the person of 

Gandhi, public iconicity, and (dis) possession of the sacred; second, ethnic massacre, individual 

remorse, collective expiation. 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi has become India’s abiding abstraction, yet, in 

substantial terms, he  symbolizes a key concept: compassion and  trust towards the nation as 

(especially as) an imagined/ and lived community. He is at the same time symbolic of  

unredeemed guilt for citizens and the state alike. During all  instances of communal violence we 

are a reminded of the man who chose, at the very moment when India celebrated her 

independence, to save lives (at Noakhali/ Calcutta) in the Independence/Partition carnage of 

1947. G

 Gandhi’s laughing face and lean body, the auratic significance of 

his phys

                                                

andhi is the man sacrificed to the curse of communal politics; he is the ‘father of the 

nation’  who  died before he could be smothered in the spectral  embrace  of national sovereignty.  

[An aside: Remember

ical  self and his photographic persona. Gandhi had a  paradoxical relationship with his 

body and treated it to  forms of privation that were forms of narcissism, as they were also rituals 

of self-purification before the sacrifice. He privileged the body’s ascetic-erotic aspects but by 

bringing to it poise and urgency amounting to grace: he had natural command over the dilemma 

that is ‘bare life’. Always in defiance of sovereign power, embodying a condition of pristine 

 
26 Bapu-father; Mahatma-great soul 
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poverty, Gandhi could become, within his anarchic structure of thought, a liminal subject and 

thereby self to the ‘other’. ] 

Gandhi is actually alluded to quite sparsely in Dodiya’s Broken Branches. A few, grainy, 

newspaper photographs appear in the shelves of the cabinets, as for example the one where he is 

seen laying a foundation-stone using masons’ tools reminiscent for Dodiya of his own father 

(who came to Bombay many decades ago from a village in Saurashtra, carrying his artisans’ tools 

to become a small-time contractor in the metropolis). Part of a miscellaneous collection of 

documents (images of natural and man-made disasters, family pictures, et al.), the photographs 

are supplemented with a few ‘belongings’ of Gandhi, the most important of which is his cloned 

footwear, the ahimsaka-leather chappals and the  well-loved  wooden khadaon27.  

colonial-design 

cabinets

The cabinet is a classical container tracing its lineage to the 16th century wunderkammer. 

It later becomes the stereotypical show-case for museum collections of archeology and artifacts 

and, especially in our context, for colonial ethnography, where exotic cultures and collectible 

‘others’ are displayed. Complementing this ethnography/archeology, is the bourgeois family’s 

very own cabinet of curiosities with miscellaneous souvenirs and bric-a-brac from a commodified 

culture. More dramatically, the cabinet can convert into proscenium-like vitrines with 

representational dioramas of diverse worlds; and the concept is extendable to life-size coffin-

vitrines where the dead lie embalmed for eternal life. Dodiya’s provincial, 

 present all these aspects; but: while they most resemble those ubiquitous, glass-fronted 

archival cabinets that are mini-memorials to great lives, they are in  actuality stacked with worn-

down prosthetics--wooden legs, artificial hands and feet, crutches, braces and, in addition, a 

calibrated selection of bones, all displayed like votive objects signifying disability and loss. 

 On a complementary plane, there is a loving arrangement of artisan’s simple work-tools, 

a variety of measures, weights, scales, charts, and construction manuals, that recall lapsed labour 

and even perhaps the promise of humble repair within an allegory of human damage. The wall-

mounted cabinets are topped with pictures of exotic birds from natural-history albums, the frames 

perched on steeply slanting cabinet ‘roofs’, the  assumed flight of the pictured birds seeming to 

compensate for the cramped containment of human pain.  

This here is a low-relief hieroglyphics in consistently sepia tonality that tell us about 

modest, everyday lives—ancestral migrants, disabled persons, sick fathers, and the artist’s private 

heroes, 

                                                

proxying for his signature --lives destroyed and  re-configured in the cabinets through 

simple metonymy, like limb-extensions and working-aids, memory pictures and childhood 

trophies. But all is not innocent here: when Dodiya disassembles the  body into artificial limbs 
 

27 like his Lord Rama’s   
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and work-men’s tools, he raises the spectre of human function/ dysfunctiontion with all manner 

of sexual connotations and violent nightmares that come in their wake. As in the surrealist 

imagination of destroyed, disfigured and put-together objects (back then Hans Bellmar’s dolls, 

here the bald sheen of an amputee’s prosthetic; then Duchamp’s mad metonymies and Joseph 

Cornell’s dream-vitrines, here Dodiy’s last-ditch votives meticulaously arranged for healing), he 

exceeds the political and enters the perennial allegory of the body in extremis, the body’s anxiety 

and its death-wish.  

The mise-en-scene for Broken Branches supports a macabre form of mortality. And 

Dodiya can be seen paying his homage to Joseph Beuys, the contemporary master who handled 

the trope of mortality through a fetishization of near-death and a near-mythic resurrection, 

through the archiving of haloed detritus—worthy of possession, or shall we say dispossession, by 

the poorest saint—and the conversion of this odd reliquary into aids  for material survival as also 

for philosophic pedagogy. Beuys’s mysterious vitrines, perhaps all vitrines, and certainly 

Dodiya’s  vitrines, enshrine a riddle: while Broken Branches should contain, according to 

Dodiya’s declared thematics,  the martyr’s memorabilia, it presents instead a bricoleur’s surreal 

reconstr

mens as 

scientif

uction of an archive with worthless objects put up to be revered.  

The second proposition in terms of Dodiya’s intent with Broken Branches is to do with 

violence, and more specifically with the violence of contemporary ethnic pogroms and the 

disfigurement of the body, of the body-politic, perpetrated by these. Images of violated bodies 

and the leitmotif of the victim’s ‘remaindered’ self recurs with ever greater frequency in the 

modern period. Named events and their record in material memory, more specially in 

photography, swells the contemporary archives.28 While there is a genealogy for the image of 

human debris, there is also a  protocol involved in the re-presentation of this material. Borrowing 

from natural history/archeology/anthropology museums that display creature-speci

ic evidence, museums memorializing violence (such as those of the Holocaust, for 

example), often succumb to a desire that haunts the noblest quest for  knowledge and reparation: 

humankind’s primitive fascination for the mortal remains of our own species. The body, in its 

                                                 
28 Sontag. /Take images from the Indian archive beginning with the classically ‘set up’ photograph by 
Felice Beatty from the time of  India’s 1857 Uprising -- a tableaux picture reminiscent of Jeff Wall, where 
a palatial courtyard in colonial Lucknow serves to stage a bleak display of human bones. A history-lesson, 
both hideous and poignant, this is followed by a spate of documentary images, spanning the period from the 
Great Bengal Famne ,1943, to Independence/ Partition in 1947 which saw a million butchered and dead 
across the  putative borders of India and Pakistan. Twentieth century Europe is replete with pictures of 
open graveyards,  dead bodies in renches and fields of the two world wars, and most horrific of all, 
documentary pictures of Jewish victims in concentration camps, collectively annihilated and ‘dumped’ (or 
arranged like trophies for sinister purpose) by the executives of the Nazi state. These images are 
relentlessly repeated in Vietnam, Cambodia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq …. 
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fetishized condition, is at the same time scared, fantastically  obscene and grossly ‘real’. All the 

more reason that in deliberate recall of  torture, public murder, and mass deaths, the artist looks 

for documentary support but also these deeply dislocated metaphors that permit full mourning. 

The mortal body requires restoration through frank, obsessional sublimation, even as resultant 

artworks restore (as with Beuys) the auratic function of art.  

Drawing on several art-historical legacies, Dodiya constructs an allegory around (and 

about) the fragment, recognizing it to be fetishistic but offering through  it a modest archeology 

of loss;  attempting a retrieval of bodies that are by now historical debris but also taboo-ed 

evidence. Thus Dodiya goes on to displays attributes of bare life, but  with the purpose of not still 

representing it; with the purpose of preserving condensed motifs of wasted deaths that need 

account

lled room and despite the  danger of appearing voyeuristic, it serves to reiterate the 

humilia

ing for; with the purpose of secretly  consecrating that which has been irretrievably 

damaged ….  

The cabinets are positioned on three walls, on the fourth Dodiya presented, with rare 

impunity, the designated ‘other’ in an extreme moment of precariousness: he framed and hung a 

newspaper photograph of 29-year old Qutbuddin Nasseruddin, a tailor in Gujarat’s capital city of 

Ahmedabad, pleading in pure panic for his life. This is a frontal representation in Dodiya’s 

discreetly insta

tion suffered by neighbors and co-citizens in the pogroms of 2002. Of the three 

photographs arranged above a table and two colonial-style wooden chairs in what looks like a 

conventional décor, there is (from left to right) Qutbuddin Nasseruddin, then a rectangular picture 

of bleached mask, with a wide-eyed, wondrous  expression –the reverse of the pleading man-- 

and, then a photograph of an old man standing profiled against one of Dodiya’s painted shutters 

(with a faux-Brancusi totem-pillar). He is the artist’s  aged father with bared torso and he displays 

a diseased and distended stomach (that was drained periodically of septic fluids, as we 

biographically happen to know). If this image of his sick father—obsessing Dodiya in this and 

other works -- serves to allegorise, in a two-way proxy, personal pain and social malaise, then the 

focal point of the allegory is young Qutbuddin Nasseruddin (a fictional step-son?) whose abject 

gesture renders itself into a public proclamation relentlessly doing its work on the viewer’s 

psyche. The young man, as it happens, survived the massacre…. Did he survive this moment, and 

this photograph where he can see himself with hands folded, his eyes streaming with tears, crying 

for mercy before what must have been a marauding mob of Hindutva killers?  

 not 

 

The image of the dead man on the Mumbai street, ethnically marked as Muslim but

tiled as such, haunted Sundaram and thousands of others who saw Hoshi Jal’s  photo in the Times

of  India in 1993. It induced Sundaram to approach the body with trepidation, to both veil and 
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unveil the grave face, to both cover and caress the ‘sleeping’ head, to both  prod and recompose 

the body -- until it yielded a deeper meaning, a meaning beyond evidence. Qutubuddin 

Nasseruddin’s full frontal face, not  ethnically marked but captioned and identified as Muslim, is 

placed on the wall by Dodiya and fully exposed as evidence. The newspaper photograph stood for 

the shamed conscience of the nation and Dodiya, courting melodrama, placed it in his installation 

as a well-directed shaft. Thus Dodiya overwrote an allegorical archive about loss with an ‘open 

letter’ m

t so routinely disrupted so as to reveal human trauma.  

arking betrayal. If we believe the photo, as we must, it spells a broken promise towards 

the last witness….29  

To insert Qutubuddin Nasseruddin into a room mimicking a Gandhi museum is clearly to  

induce and contain individual remorse and collective expiation. If the witnessing of an other’s 

humiliation is an acknowledgement of bare life, then bare life is also the realization that the other 

exists in oneself, and that it is precisely this reduced self that can be gratuitously killed on 

grounds of race, religion, class, community—and state, that is to say, by those who allege 

sovereign power. This framed picture brings us face-to-face with terrified vulnerability, with pure 

abjection; it also suggests the opposite, a restrained play of the uncanny—the appearance of the 

spectral double in a painstakingly musealized space where the protocol of remembering is 

routinely staged but no

Judith Butler, in her book, Precarious Life,  quotes Levinas: “ The face as the extreme 

precariousness of the other….” 30 And she quotes again: “…The approach to the face is the most 

basic mode of responsibility. The face is… the other before death, looking through and exposing 

death….the face is the one who asks not to let him die alone, as if to do so would be to become an 

accomplice in his death. Thus the face says to me: you shall not kill….” 31

 

Geeta Kapur  

                                                 
29 What was done to the muslims in Gujarat 
30 Butler p 134).   
31 (Butler p 131-132) 
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